
CRAFT BEER PUB BUSINESS PLAN

The Bottlecap microbrew bar business plan executive summary. The Bottlecap is a specialty beer tavern located near
the campus of the University of Oregon.

Some say location plays a huge role, other claim that with a right approach you can make a profitable bar
business at any place. The marketing strategy is designed to target this group. In phase one, there will only be
three other restaurants in Noda, and two are more fastâ€”food type. All three of these measures will be
important for The Hopstreet Brewery to realize its greatest profits. The neighborhood bar has a sports bar
theme. Missing inventory. Employee theft can make or break a bar business. The restaurant and bar has 33
employees. Alternatively, you can hire a marketing company to run the research for you. Need actual charts?
Offer special deals through group buying platforms Post a discounted deal at sites like Groupon and
LivingSocial for a limited amount of time to attract new visitors. Davis fully enjoys the "front end" of the
business as well, by interacting with customers to ensure their experience is constantly improving. Strategic
alliances with other businesses. Problems with driving while intoxicated have changed the drinking patterns of
people in United States. If prices are too low, The Hopstreet Brewery's profit margin will not be utilized to the
fullest. He works to provide assistance, resources, and support for the breweries in his region. In the end, it
should be noted that people may not come to enjoy Hopstreet Brewery beers, they may simply come because
they enjoy the food, atmosphere, and company. In any case, any location would have its benefits and
challenges. The brewpub will try to be active in every event that takes place at the amphitheater because it is
located only a few steps from The Hopstreet Brewery. At this point you will have to consult with an architect
or an interior designer to turn all your ideas into life. Just make sure you contact reliable folks. Does it fit in
with the concept of your bar? When calculating the total cost of a drink, think beyond the liquor and mixers to
the cost of garnishes and napkins; your total cost should be no more than 20 percent of the price you charge.
For instance, when opening a whiskey bar you should rather market it to one specific segment of population
those with higher income , rather then everyone else. That makes visitors a very large group greater than
million. If possible, seek out a business partner or investor with high net worth to provide the financial
backing because they are passionate about your concept. The Hopstreet Brewery will also participate in local
events such as Oktoberfest and parades both before and after opening. Employees will initially be given a
chance to settle disputes and correct mistakes depending on severity. With a focus on black beans and rice and
mojitos, the theme is quite different from the subject. Just be sure to let us know when you do because we
want to hang out there. These monitors and hand held units will provide point of sale menus, inventory control
analysis, credit card sales, and office management. A lot of managers, especially general managers agree for a
lower salary in in exchange for a percentage of the sales.


